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Where she is known, Kate Edger (1857–1935) is remembered as a one of a list of 
‘firsts’ that helped Aotearoa New Zealand style itself as ‘a social laboratory for the 
world’.1 On 11 June 1877, she received a Bachelor of Arts from the University of New 
Zealand, making her—or so she thought—the first woman in the British Empire to 
attain a degree.2 Diana Morrow’s biography looks beyond her ‘claim to fame’ and 
seeks to offer a complete portrait of the woman contemporaries deemed ‘one of the 
cleverest’ in the colony. For Morrow and her subject alike, ‘the BA was only the 
beginning’ (p. 11). 
 Edger, like many of the colony’s early women’s rights activists, was born in 
Britain, to Louisa Harwood and the Reverend Samuel Edger. The family migrated to 
New Zealand in 1862, eventually settling in Auckland where they ‘enjoyed something 
like colonial prosperity’ (p. 36). Taught by her father—an advocate of women’s 
education—and mentored by the radical letterist ‘Polly Plum’ (Mary Ann Colclough), 
Kate excelled academically. Yet, as Morrow emphasises, Kate’s admission to 
university in 1874 owed as much to the lobbying for women’s tertiary education by 
figures like Learmonth Dalrymple as her individual brilliance. After receiving her 
degree, Edger left for Christchurch, where she joined the Canterbury College Girls’ 
High School faculty while studying for an MA. Having accumulated seven years’ 
experience, Edger moved again, this time to become Nelson College for Girls’ 
founding principal. Influenced by the Christian socialism of her youth, she developed 
a curriculum that allowed girls to follow in her footsteps without commodifying their 
schooling as ‘a competitive stepping-stone to personal advancement’ (p. 91). 
Nevertheless, a vision of woman as helpmeet governed Edger’s philosophy, a stance 
that saw her split with feminist allies over her support for compulsory ‘home science’ 
training. Alongside her pastoral duties, Edger became a fixture in Nelson’s reform 
circles, beginning a lifelong association with the Women’s Christian Temperance 
Union and addressing rallies during the colony’s ground-breaking women’s franchise 
campaign. 
 In 1890 she resigned her position, months after marrying William Evans, a 
recently arrived Welsh Congregational minister. Three years later, the pair left the 
South Island, William for Wellington to establish the Forward Movement, a 
progressive Christian social reform outfit, and Kate to Auckland for a teaching post 
that underwrote the enterprise. They reunited in 1894, but Kate remained the family 
breadwinner, combining teaching with all that was expected of a minister’s wife: 
childcare, community organising, and lay preaching. The pair inhabited the 
‘progressive’ orbit around the Liberal government (1891–1912) and, prompted in part 
by Kate’s intercession, the ministry criminalised incest in 1899. Her struggle to 
ameliorate the impact of the carceral state on women and children through the 
appointment of youth workers and prison inspectors proved less successful, though 
presaged the interwar professionalisation of social work. Like many social purity 
advocates, Edger detested regulated prostitution and sought to undermine socialist 
nurse Ettie Rout’s distribution of prophylactics to soldiers during the First World War. 
Here, as Morrow stresses, the moral certitude that fortified her activism increasingly 
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put Edger at odds with younger feminists. Nevertheless, she remained open to new 
causes, spending her twilight years working for the Dominion League of Nations 
Union, promoting international mindedness and arbitration as alternatives to 
armament and aggression. 

Despite their prominence in Aotearoa New Zealand’s self-imagination, there is 
little known about the lives of all but the most celebrated of its early feminists. Thus, 
this pacy and sharply written biography is a welcome arrival. At its best, Kate Edger 
uses its subject’s life to surpass the familiar suffrage story and illuminate the mores, 
imperatives, and trajectories of a generation of Pākehā middle-class feminists (unlike 
many fellow travellers, Edger had little contact with Māori women). And yet, rather 
than push back against the constraints imposed by Kate’s sparse archive and offer 
insights into her desires and frustrations, Morrow accrues facts. Here, the rich array 
of Edger’s causes accentuates the absence of her voice. Of her trailblazing time at 
university, for example, we learn only her grades and the encomiums that abounded 
upon her graduation. Though her friend, Helen Connon, revealed the ‘ridicule’ 
suffered by their cohort of female students, Morrow maintains ‘this was not Kate’s 
experience’ (p. 75). Perhaps not, but one wonders if she preferred not to publicise it. 
Such a strategy, like her ‘pleasingly unthreatening’ demeanour, first learnt as a 
teenage prodigy, honed over months with the ‘top class’ boys at Auckland College 
and Grammar School, and perfected as ‘serious and staid’ Miss Edger at Canterbury 
College, was doubtless invaluable to her navigation of spaces hostile to women (pp. 
37, 53, 78). Elsewhere, as with the revelation of her son James’ gambling 
bankruptcy, in which Kate lost £4,000, opportunities existed for deeper analysis of 
the complications and sorrows of a life spent combatting the impact of such male 
vices (pp. 220–21). Nevertheless, there remains much to admire about Kate Edger, 
whose life Morrow has rendered more carefully than ever before, even if the 
enigmatic face she presented the world continues to hold its secrets. 
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